
Hestan is 
reinventing the 

restaurant kitchen 
with award-winning 

innovation and 
American-made 

durability.

Hestan’s limited-
release wines offer 
an award-winning 

and distinct taste of 
the Napa Valley. 

Hestan delivers 
chef-proven 

performance to the 
home with 

unrivaled power, 
exceptional control 

and thoughtful 
technology.

Built in California 
from superior-

grade materials, 
Hestan Outdoor 
introduces a new 

level of 
performance to 
the backyard. 

Handcrafted in 
Italy to the highest 

standards  
of fit and finish, 

Hestan Cookware 
delivers  

revolutionary 
performance and 

lasting beauty.

Hestan Cue helps 
you become a 

better cook with 
smart cookware, 

induction cooktop 
and recipe app 

working in unison.

877.601.2918  
hestanculinary.com

Follow us @hestanculinary

CULINARY INNOVATION
BUILT IN NAPA VALLEY

VINEYARDS COMMERCIAL IND O OR

OUTD O OR CO OKWARE SMART CO OKING

DEVELOPED BY CHEFS.
CRAFTED IN ITALY.
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THE HESTAN 
ADVANTAGES

GREATER HEAT 
CONDUCTIVITY
Exclusive ProCore™ 
heats 35% faster 
than typical clad 
cookware

SEALED RIMS
Sealed and reinforced 
rims prevent 
delamination and 
separation

FLUSH RIVETS
Chef-inspired flush 
rivets prevent food 
build up, and allow 
for nesting for easy 
storage

ERGONOMIC 
HANDLE 
French-inspired 
comfortable handle 
for total control

SUPERIOR PAN 
GEOMETRY 
Skillets and saucepans 
have 20% more 
cooking surface area 
than competitors

FLARED RIMS
Flared rims allow for 
drip-free pouring

OPTIMIZED FOR 
INDUCTION 
Wide bases and large 
surfaces allow for 
better contact with 
induction cooktops

DURABLE 
NONSTICK
PFOA-free TITUM 
Nonstick is 22x more 
durable than typical 
nonstick and reinforced 
with diamonds and 
titanium

MADE IN ITALY
Backed by a lifetime 
warranty and crafted 
in our own factories 
to the highest 
standards
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• The world’s most durable   
 nonstick finish, 22x more   
 durable than typical nonstick
• Reinforced with titanium and   
 diamond particles
• Three-layer PFOA-free cooking  
 surface
• Exceptional heat conductivity   
 delivers excellent searing,   
 browning and deglazing   
 performance

EACH COLLECTION of Hestan® cookware delivers 
revolutionary culinary performance with innovative 
design and remarkable materials to complement any 
cooking style with striking beauty and unmatched 
innovation, backed by 14 global patents; you can’t fake 
quality. That’s why every product is meticulously 
handcrafted in our own factories to meet the highest 
standards of fit and finish. Hestan cookware not only 
cooks beautifully — but will still look beautiful for years 
to come. 

WE ARE PROUD to collaborate with Chef Thomas 
Keller as Hestan Culinary Brand Ambassador. Knowing 
Hestan shared his attention to detail and passion for 
innovation, Chef Keller brought his cookware ideas to 
our table. Together, we are redefining culinary 
performance with meticulous design and exceptional 
materials. This is true culinary innovation born in the 
Napa Valley.

• Thousands of titanium   
 nanolayers protect from stains  
 and scratches
• 400% stronger than typical   
 stainless steel cookware
• 100% toxin-free nonreactive   
 cooking surface
• The first easy-clean stainless   
 steel cookware, made for the   
 innovative chef

• Five-ply 100% pure copper core  
 construction delivers optimal   
 heat conduction and control 
• Wraparound stainless steel   
 base is magnetic for induction  
 optimization 
• Modern two-toned copper and  
 polished stainless steel exterior,  
 made for the elegant chef

• Innovative seamless handle   
 eliminates food-trapping crevice  
 with beauty and incomparable  
 craftsmanship 
• Universal lids eliminate clutter  
 and reduce manufacturing waste
• Exclusive ProCore™ delivers 35%  
 greater heat conduction than   
 typical clad cookware
• Designed by Chef Thomas Keller,  
 this collection features chef 
 inspired pieces such as the   
 rondeau and saucier 

• Innovative cold forging process  
 provides a thicker base for even  
 heat distribution, thinner side walls  
 for lighter weight and thicker rims  
 for increased durability 
• Exclusive ProCore™ delivers 35%  
 greater heat conduction than   
 typical clad cookware
• Sealed rims make the cookware  
 dishwasher safe for a lifetime of  
 cooking 
• Brushed two-toned stainless steel 
 finish is perfect for the everyday 
 chef

• Classic Roasters and OvenBond  
 Sheet Pans and Bakers   
 engineered from tri-ply clad   
 stainless steel with a responsive  
 aluminum core
• Essential tools like colanders   
 and mixing bowls every chef   
 needs to round out their culinary  
 arsenal
• Built with the same meticulous  
 craftsmanship and innovative   
 features you expect from Hestan  
 Cookware
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